INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

The topological state of covalently closed, double-stranded DNA is defined by the knot type, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$Lk$\end{document}$. DNA topoisomerases play a critical role in controlling the topology of double-stranded DNA through torsional relaxation and supercoiling, decatenation of interlocked DNA duplexes, and elimination of knotted DNA-recombination products, which cannot support transcription and replication ([@B1]). Supercoiling is quantitatively defined in terms of the linking-number difference relative to relaxed DNA, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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DNA topoisomerases are divided into two classes, type-I and type-II, corresponding to mechanisms that involve cleavage of one or both DNA strands, respectively ([@B6]). On fully double-helical DNA type-I enzymes regulate the torsional tension in double-stranded DNA by changing $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\Delta Lk$\end{document}$ by passing one duplex DNA segment through another (it is known, however, that topoisomerase I can perform strand passages, and therefore knot-type changes, by acting at the site of a DNA nick ([@B7])). Torsional relaxation of DNA is energetically favorable and can be performed by ATP-independent enzymes, such as topoisomerase I. In contrast, type-II enzymes have a general cofactor requirement for ATP, in particular type-IIA enzymes such as bacterial topoisomerase IV and eukaryotic topoisomerase II ([@B8]), which hydrolyze ATP during supercoil relaxation and unknotting. Bacterial DNA gyrase is an exception in that this type-II enzyme introduces (--) supercoils at the expense of ATP hydrolysis and relaxes supercoils in the absence of ATP ([@B9],[@B10]). The cofactor requirement was poorly understood until Rybenkov *et al.* showed in 1997 that type-II topoisomerases selectively perform strand passages that reduce the steady-state fraction of knotted or catenated, torsionally relaxed plasmid DNAs to levels 80 times below that at thermal equilibrium ([@B11]). In particular, the width of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\Delta Lk$\end{document}$ distribution for torsionally relaxed plasmid DNAs acted on by type-IIA topoisomerases was found to be narrower, i.e. less supercoiled, than that observed with ATP-independent enzymes ([@B11]). Thus, type-II topoisomerases use the free energy of ATP hydrolysis to drive the system away from thermal equilibrium. However, it remains a key question how a relatively small enzyme is able to preferentially select strand passages that lead to unknotting rather than to formation of knots in large DNA molecules because the topological state of DNA is a property of the entire molecule that cannot be determined by local DNA--enzyme interactions.

Since the seminal work by Rybenkov *et al.* several models have been suggested to explain how ATP-hydrolysis-driven type-II topoisomerases can selectively lower the frequency of DNA knotting ([@B11]), These models are generally based on geometric or kinetic mechanisms that increase the probability of strand-passage reactions and result in topology simplification from an initial state. A widely accepted model that has emerged from these studies is that of a hairpin-like gate (G) segment, where the type-II enzyme strongly bends the G-segment DNA and accepts for passage only a transfer (T) segment from the inside to the outside of the hairpin-formed G segment (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B12],[@B21]). For torsionally unconstrained (nicked) DNA, the model predicts a large decrease in the steady-state proportion of knots and catenanes relative to those at equilibrium, although it is insufficient to explain the magnitude of the effect observed with torsionally relaxed DNA plasmids ([@B12],[@B21]). Indeed, strong (∼150°) protein-induced bending of the G segment, as required by the model, is observed in a co-crystal structure of yeast topoisomerase II with G-segment DNA (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B23]). Experimental AFM measurements are consistent with bend angles between 94° and 100°, whereas FRET measurements suggest somewhat larger bend angles of 126° and 140° ([@B24]).

![(**A**) Mechanistic details of duplex-DNA passage in type-II topoisomerases. Step 1: enzyme binding to gate (G) segment in duplex DNA, followed by an encounter with transfer (T) segment; step 2: binding of two ATP molecules seals the gate; step 3: cleavage of the G segment duplex, catalyzed by the binding of 2 Mg^2+^ ions; step 4: passage of the T segment through the G segment; step 5: hydrolysis of the first ATP molecule releases a phosphate group and reseals the G segment strand; step 6: hydrolysis of the second ATP molecule dismantles the complex releasing both DNA strands; step 7: the enzyme resets to its original conformation. (**B**) Structure of yeast type-II topoisomerase dimer bound to a doubly nicked 34-mer duplex DNA (PDB 4GFH) and AMP-PNP. The DNA is bent 160° via interactions with an invariant isoleucine ([@B64]).](gky1174fig1){#F1}

Type-II topoisomerases drive the system away from thermodynamic equilibrium and cause topology simplification due to a combination of two mechanisms, which are incorporated in the model of a hairpin-like G segment ([@B12],[@B21]). First, type-II enzymes use the energy of ATP hydrolysis to promote passage of the T segment in one direction relative to the enzyme (unidirectional motion), whereas at thermodynamic equilibrium segment passages occur in both directions due to detailed balance. Secondly, the strongly bent hairpin G segment creates local asymmetry in the DNA, so that unidirectional segment passage from inside to outside of the hairpin can reduce the fraction of knotted DNA below thermodynamic-equilibrium values. Thus, type-II enzymes work like a Maxwell\'s demon that allows only selected segment passages subject to consumption of chemical energy ([@B12],[@B21]). Conversely, for a straight G segment all axial orientations of the enzyme bound to the G segment have equal passage probabilities, and topology simplification below equilibrium values does not occur.

Another group of studies did not directly address mechanisms of topoisomerase action but considered the probability distribution $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$(K,\Delta Lk)$\end{document}$ at thermal equilibrium, referred to here as the equilibrium segment-passage (ESP) ensemble ([@B28]). Characterization of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$P( {K,\Delta Lk} )$\end{document}$ therefore yields important insight about the most likely relaxation path of a given DNA knot by a hypothetical topoisomerase that lacks any bias towards topology simplification and is driven only by the topological free-energy gradient. Indeed, the actual extent of bias for an ATP-driven type-II enzyme in favor of unknotting can only be quantified if we know the probability of acting in the absence of any bias, corresponding to topoisomerase action in absence of ATP hydrolysis. The system\'s behavior at thermal equilibrium thus provides a necessary reference state for investigating mechanisms of topoisomerase activity such as chirality bias ([@B29]).

Motivated by the fact that type-II enzymes drive the system away from equilibrium, we investigate a model of topoisomerase activity based on a network of topological states $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$(K,\Delta Lk)$\end{document}$ mediated by type-II enzymes is described by a chemical master equation. Previous studies showed the existence of unknotting/unlinking pathways followed by type-II topoisomerases that stepwise progressively reduce the topological complexity of knotted/catenated molecules ([@B32],[@B33]). The main goal of our study is to identify significant pathways along which topology simplification by type-II enzymes occurs in terms of non-equilibrium steady states (NESSs) for the network $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$(K,\Delta Lk)$\end{document}$. We also quantify type-II topoisomerase activity for a hairpin-like G segment compared to a straight (unbent) G segment. To address these questions we generated a large set of equilibrium ensembles of knotted and supercoiled 6-kbp DNAs by Monte Carlo simulations to find transition rates and NESS parameters in the network of topological states $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Our analytical approach can be thought of as a two-level model. At the macroscopic level, the model uses topological states as the variable, so it allows DNA-topology transitions between states $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$(K,\Delta Lk)$\end{document}$ according to a chemical master equation. Transitions between topological states occur with rates that are determined, in turn, by microscopic interactions and geometric features of type-II enzyme action. The master-equation formulation allows one to compute the occupancies of the different macrostates, including their dynamics. In principle, other mesoscopic models for knotted supercoiled DNA can be used to capture the underlying microscopic behavior of the system, such as those obtained from Brownian or molecular dynamics ([@B34]).

A novel feature of our model is the capability to dynamically account for processes that generate complex knots extrinsically, either *in vitro* or *in vivo*. For example, the process may describe the activity of an intracellular enzyme creating the knots, and is extrinsic in the sense that this enzyme is not explicitly included in our model; instead, the activity of the enzyme is described by the presence of a source rate creating the knots. The favorable unknotting pathways were determined in terms of universal NESS probabilities and probability currents, derived from transition rates. The idea of an induced probability current stems from the presence of an idealized source of complex knots. For example, type-II enzymes crucially maintain the integrity of genomic DNA during transcription and replication, requiring relaxation of (+) supercoils that build up ahead of RNA and DNA polymerases ([@B35],[@B36]). Moreover, knotting occurs in site-specific recombination reactions, for example, creating torus knots with 5 and more nodes ([@B32],[@B37],[@B38]). *In vitro*, type-IIA enzymes efficiently generate not-trivial knots through processes that facilitate intramolecular interactions among duplex-DNA segments, such as DNA supercoiling, DNA looping, or segment-segment interactions promoted by polycations and other DNA-condensing agents ([@B39]). There is little information regarding endogenous knotting of DNA *in vivo*, although recent studies in yeast suggest that there can be low steady-state levels of knots in intracellular chromatin ([@B42]). If such knots exist *in vivo*, there must be mechanisms to efficiently resolve such topological entanglements, which are a potential death sentence for the cell ([@B2],[@B43]).

COMPUTATIONAL METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

DNA model and simulation procedure {#SEC2-1}
----------------------------------

Following previous studies ([@B25],[@B26],[@B28],[@B46]) circular duplex DNA is modeled as a discrete semi-flexible chain with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$N = 200$\end{document}$ corresponding to 6-kb DNA (each segment has approximately 30 bp). The potential energy of a chain conformation is given by $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Equilibrium ensembles of chains with fixed knot type $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Model of type-II enzymes {#SEC2-2}
------------------------

DNA-bound type-II enzymes with hairpin and straight G segments were modeled by selecting four or two contiguous chain segments, respectively, whose local geometry during a trial move conformed to specific criteria (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). A hairpin G segment formed two sides of an equilateral triangle with side lengths $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Juxtaposition probabilities and transition rates {#SEC2-3}
------------------------------------------------
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Master equation and non-equilibrium steady states {#SEC2-4}
-------------------------------------------------
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Summary of computational procedure {#SEC2-6}
----------------------------------

To summarize, the reaction pathways presented below were calculated as follows. For given knot type and linking number $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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RESULTS {#SEC3}
=======

Equilibrium distribution and free-energy landscape {#SEC3-1}
--------------------------------------------------

As outlined in the Introduction, the topological distribution at thermal equilibrium provides a reference state necessary to understand ATP-driven type-II enzyme action that results in topology simplification beyond equilibrium. The equilibrium ensemble is characterized by the joint probability distribution $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Next, in order to understand the most-probable relaxation path of a given DNA knot $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Steady-state knot distributions in supercoiled DNA and topology simplification {#SEC3-2}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In addressing the influence of DNA supercoiling on the unknotting efficiency of type-II enzymes, we first consider an ensemble of supercoiled 6-kbp circular duplex DNAs in the presence of type-II topoisomerase and ATP without additional components. Each round of type-II enzyme action converts a DNA substrate in the state $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Interestingly, for supercoiled DNA, residual cycle (or closed-loop) probability currents appear. For example, consider the probability currents for hairpin G segment indicated by magenta arrows in Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}. For $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Apart from DNA unknotting, another aspect of DNA-topology simplification by type-II enzymes is a reduction of the degree of supercoiling, which translates into a narrower $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Pathways of topology simplification in knotted, supercoiled DNA {#SEC3-3}
---------------------------------------------------------------

For DNAs in the size range considered here and in the absence of a process that actively delivers a complex knot type to the ensemble of DNAs, the equilibrium probabilities $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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How do type-II enzymes with hairpin G segments suppress knotting below equilibrium? {#SEC3-4}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Importantly, the pathways for hairpin and straight G segments are somewhat similar. This surprising result will now be explained further in terms of juxtaposition probabilities $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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is the probability that strand passage results in unknotting, i.e., yields a knot $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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![Schematic depiction of juxtaposed and passed conformations of type-II enzymes modeled by straight and hairpin G segments, respectively. The G segment is indicated by the purple portion and the T segment by the green portion of the chain. (**A**) Juxtaposed and (**B**) passed conformations for straight G segment. (**C**) Juxtaposed and (**D**) passed conformations for hairpin G segment. Note the different number of crossings made by the T and G segments.](gky1174fig8){#F8}

A similar argument also explains the behavior of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\Delta Lk$\end{document}$ for hairpin compared to straight G segments (Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}, lower panel, left). In a conformation generated by the passage of a T segment through a hairpin G segment, corresponding to the juxtaposition of a straight segment to the outside of a hairpin, typically the passed T and hairpin G segments do not cross (Figure [8D](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, if the passed conformation is knotted, all of the crossings of the knot have to be absorbed by the rest of the chain. Conversely, in passed conformations with straight G segments typically one crossing is made by the passed T and straight G segments, leaving one crossing less that has to be absorbed by the rest of the chain if the passed conformation is knotted (Figure [8B](#F8){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B12]). Thus, a similar argument as above leads to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Thus, the unknotting capability of type-II enzymes for complex knots is enhanced for a type-II enzyme with hairpin G segment compared to a type-II enzyme with straight G segment mainly due to a combination of two effects: (i) enhanced juxtaposition probability $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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DISCUSSION {#SEC4}
==========

Although much attention, experimentally and theoretically, has been devoted to understanding the action of type-II topoisomerases on unknotted, supercoiled DNA and relaxed or nicked, knotted DNA, respectively, there has been little examination of type-II enzyme activity on DNAs that are both knotted and supercoiled. Whereas negative (--) supercoiling is acknowledged to be essential for normal transactions involving DNA in living systems, unresolved knotting of a genome is generally believed to be fatal to the cell ([@B2],[@B43]). The question of how homeostatic mechanisms properly regulate supercoiling and, at the same time, completely eliminate knots hinges on detailed understanding of the respective rates for linking-number changes versus unknotting. Toward that end we have developed a model based on a network of topological states $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$I[ {( {K,\Delta Lk} ) \to ( {K^\prime,\Delta Lk^\prime} )} ]$\end{document}$ (Figures [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Our approach thus comprehensively and simultaneously addresses the kinetics of superhelix relaxation and knot resolution. One novel feature of our model is that we consider the biologically relevant case that complex knots are generated extrinsically, e.g. by an intracellular knotting activity independent of the topology-resolving activity inherent in the network (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Our analysis complements the work of Shimokawa and colleagues, who considered stepwise unlinking of DNA-replication catenanes by the Xer site-specific recombinase ([@B32]). Indeed, our approach can be generalized to quantitatively analyze rates of linking/unlinking and other topological changes resulting from diverse processes including genetic recombination.

As a starting point for our non-equilibrium model, we first investigated the equilibrium probability distribution $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$F( {K,\Delta Lk} ) = - {k_B}T\,\ln P( {K,\Delta Lk} )$\end{document}$ to obtain the most likely relaxation pathway of a given DNA knot by a hypothetical topoisomerase that lacks any bias towards topology simplification and is driven only by the topological free-energy gradient. In particular, we clarify two apparently contradictory results in the literature concerning how supercoiling and knotting affect the thermodynamically most-stable topology of a circular DNA molecule. A previous study used Monte Carlo simulations to address the dependence of the topological free energy of knotted circular DNA on supercoiling and showed that non-trivially knotted species were free-energy minima for even modest, fixed values of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Our non-equilibrium model recapitulates the experimental observation that type-II topoisomerases remove crossings in trefoil knots in DNA below the level expected at thermal equilibrium ([@B11]) (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). As found previously, the efficiency of unknotting strongly depends on the presence or absence of a topoisomerase-induced bend in the gate (G) segment ([@B12],[@B21]): a hairpin-like G segment having an induced bend of 120° gave more efficient unknotting than an unbent G segment, resulting in an 8-fold reduction of trefoil knots in the hairpin G segment case compared to a straight G segment. In addition, for our $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Introducing an extrinsic biological process that continuously converts unknotted DNAs with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Other models apart from the hairpin-like G segment have considered the ramifications of 'hooked' juxtapositions on topology simplification ([@B17]). The main difference between the hooked-juxtaposition model and the hairpin-like G segment model is that the enzyme binds two juxtaposed DNA segments simultaneously rather than successively. Thus the principle of both models is essentially the same, apart from the fact that hooked juxtapositions occur much more rarely than juxtapositions with a hairpin-like G segment ([@B12],[@B21]). Moreover, it is difficult to imagine how the enzyme could impose a geometric requirement for hooked juxtapositions on the transiently passed T segment. For this to be the case the enzyme would need to have preferential affinity for a pre-bent incoming T segment, implying also that there should be a preferred geometric orientation of this segment. We are not aware of any experimental evidence to support the latter requirement.

Results obtained in this study are based on the assumption that the affinity of type-II enzymes to bind to DNA and generate an appropriate G segment geometry is independent of the topological state $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\Delta Lke = \Delta Lk - \langle {Wr} \rangle ( {K,{\rm{nicked}}} )$\end{document}$. Our results were obtained for 6-kbp DNA; however, the transition rates and resulting decay pathways are expected to depend on the total length of the DNA. Moreover, in many cases DNA *in vivo* is spatially confined (e.g. inside the nucleus in eukaryotes) or subject to molecular crowding. It would be of interest to study the dependence of transition rates on DNA length and confinement in future work.

It has long been argued that, for thermodynamic reasons, type-II enzyme action requires the energy of ATP hydrolysis to move the system out of topological equilibrium. Bates *et al.* have argued that only a small portion of the free energy gained from ATP hydrolysis is needed to achieve topology simplification ([@B62]). However, recent reviews by Rybenkov ([@B14]) and Grosberg ([@B63]) point out that there is additional free-energy dissipation potentially required by various irreversible steps in the type-II mechanism. In a study of *E. coli* topoisomerase-IV mutants, Lee *et al.* found that the extent of topoisomerase II-induced DNA bending in the substrate DNA G segment, but not DNA binding, was correlated with ATP-hydrolysis activity ([@B64]). Type-II enzymes can vary widely in terms of topology-simplification efficiency and also optimum reaction conditions, so it is perhaps not surprising that a mechanism that dissipates excess free energy is both biochemically and evolutionarily advantageous. In summary, many questions remain pertaining to when, during the segment-passage reaction, energy gained from ATP hydrolysis is used by the enzyme and for what purpose. Even without ATP hydrolysis the enzyme can bind to DNA and perform strand passage ([@B65],[@B66]); this implies that these steps are essentially driven by the free-energy gradient so that the enzyme--DNA complex after passage should be very stable. It has been proposed that ATP hydrolysis serves to release the energy necessary for dissociating the stable enzyme-DNA complex after segment passage, thereby resetting the original conformation of the protein ([@B19],[@B67]) (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Other studies suggested that two ATP molecules are hydrolyzed sequentially before and after segment passage, respectively ([@B68],[@B69]). It would be interesting to address these questions by modeling the enzymatic reaction in terms of graphs on networks formed by chemical and conformational states of the enzyme--DNA complex, similar as has been recently done for molecular motors and other nanomachines ([@B70]).

The work by Rybenkov *et al.* ([@B11]) remains to our knowledge the only paper that has comprehensively and quantitatively addressed topology simplification by type-II enzymes. We hope that our study will motivate new experimental work that addresses topology simplification of complex knots in supercoiled DNA.
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